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'look Fors" in the Classroom
In Mindsets in the Classroom, "Look Fors in a Differentiated, Responsive
Classroom" (p. 143) is provided as a way to observe and monitor a school or class
rooms journey toward both growth mindset and responsive instruction. What I have
learned since developing that sample "Look For" list is that we need to first focus on

just those attributes that make a growth mindset classroom. We can t always get to
the differentiated, responsive instruction until we have built the climate of growth,
effort, resiliency, and possibilities in the classroom.
The development of a mindset-only observation tool for students and adults
proved to be more challenging—in part because of what I learned by going into vari
ous schools and classrooms to try it out. I identified certain behaviors and statements
that I would expect to see and hear from students in a growth mindset classroom and
specifically looked for these things. What I learned after visits to many classrooms
is that it is not necessarily about what you see and hear, but it is equally important
to note what you don t see and hear. For example, in many of these growth mindset
classrooms, I never heard one student say things like: "This is too hard," "I can t do

this," or "I will never understand this." In fact, in one fourth-grade classroom, the
teacher asked the students to draw a picture depicting an aspect of the story they had
just read. I listened very attentively as students worked on this task and I admit that I
expected at least one student to say something like, "I cant draw!" "This looks terri

ble," or "Can I draw stick people because I am no good at drawing people ?" I did not
hear one student say anything about the task or his or her perceived ability to draw—
they were all engaged and appeared to be thinking very carefully about what they
were drawing. In fact, throughout my visit to many classrooms in this school, I never

once heard students say anything about giving up or not being able to do something.
Resource 55: "Look Fors" in a Growth Mindset Learning Environment (pp.
134-135) provides a list of things that could be observed over time in a growth
mindset classroom. This can be used by administrators or professional development
educators as they walk through their buildings. It can also be used as a reflection tool
for teachers motivated to have a growth mindset classroom environment. This is not
an all-inclusive list, but provides a starting point for school and individual teacher

goal setting. Remember, it takes a growth mindset teacher to have a growth mindset
classroom.

Growth Mindset Sentence Samples for Educators
While visiting with a middle school that was working toward a growth mindset
environment, I asked the schools leadership team what kinds of resources would be

RESOURCE 55
''Look Fors" in a Growth Mindset

Learning Environment
Expectations
> Teacher believes that all students can achieve at high levels.
> Equitable access to advanced learning experiences exists for all students.
> Students and teachers believe in the ability to develop intelligence: students hove
a conceptual understanding of neural connections.

Cultivation of Psychosocial Skills/Noncognitive Factors
> Deliberate instruction/cultivation of perseverance, resiliency, grit, and persistence
is ongoing.

> Students ore given opportunities to safely struggle (not graded) in order to build
neural networks and develop resiliency.
> Instructional strategies that nurture/promote higher level thinking ore imbedded in
everyday instruction.
Classroom Environment
> A growth mindset class culture is evident—students ore not saying "I can't."

> Teacher feed bock/praise is based on effort, process, and strategies used.
> Failure is looked at in a positive light. What con be learned from the error or lock
of success?

> Grades and scores are not emphasized.

> Students are not "labeled" in the classroom: "gifted," "resource," "ELL," "on-level,"
etc.

> Students ore given opportunities to set their own goals and reflect on the outcome.

Students Might Be Saying
> I don't understand this yet.
> My neurons are not connecting yet.

> If I practice I will get it.
> I am not going to give up.
> I can feel my neurons connecting.
> Can I try something more challenging?
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RESOURCE 55
CONTINUED

Teachers Are Saying
> You are not quite there yet, but keep trying/practicing.
> I like the way you persevere/persist through that task.
> Let's think of a new strategy when you try this again.
> I am proud of the way that you struggled through that task.
> " Ye t "

> I can see the effort you hove put into this and your determination to do this well
> Con you think of a way to make this more challenging for yourself?

Things Seen in the Classroom
> Visual reminder/triggers to hove a growth mindset (e.g., poster, neurons, etc.).
> Students grouped flexibly and working at multiple levels.
> Quotes about perseverance and positive reminders about failure.
> Displayed student work shows corrections, redos, and growth.
> Stickers and displays are effort based.
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most helpful to them. Their response was that they would like to have a list of sen
tence stems or samples that all adults in the building could use as they adjust to using
growth mindset language. This list would be available to all adults: office staff, cafe
teria, maintenance, etc. Resource 56: Educators' Growth Mindset Sentence Samples

(p. 137) is a list of growth mindset sentence starters. This is not comprehensive, but
will give school staff a good idea of what we should be saying to our students.

Student Goal Setting
Students of all ages should engage in setting and working toward learning goals
too. What a better place to start then setting growth mindset goals? Once students
begin learning some of the tenets of a growth mindset, they can begin setting indi
vidual growth mindset goals. Some examples of these goals include:
® I will work longer at trying to figure something out. I will not give up quickly.
® I will have high expectations of myself.
® I will ask questions when I can t figure something out.
® I will review all of my work and modify or redo it to improve it.

® I will no longer think or say "I can t do this" or "I don t get this." I will con
tinue to try or seek help.

® I will request time after class to work with my teacher or a study buddy to
make sure that I understand.

® I will spend time every day practicing skills.
@ I will try to approach things in a new way if I am not yet having success.

® I will ask for more challenging work if the work presented does not require
much effort.

Resource 57: My Growth Mindset Goal (p. 138) provides an example of a tool
for student mindset goal setting. It allows students to identify one goal at a time and
estimate the amount of time they need to work toward the goal. Students must also
identify any strategies that they are using to meet the goal and give some examples of
how they met or did not meet the goal. For example, if the student goal was "I will
review all of my work and modify or redo it to improve it" then an example might
be "I completed my chapter questions during lit class and stood up to turn it in when
I remembered my goal. I sat down and read each question again and made sure my
answers were complete. By doing this, I realized that I had an incomplete answer—
this gave me an opportunity to improve my work before turning it in." Resources 58

and 59 (pp. 139 and 140) are samples of completed goal forms. Josephs example
is one where he met his goal, and Catherine s example shows that she has not yet met
her goal.

RESOURCE 56

Educators' Growth Mindset Sentence Samples
> You are not quite there yet, but keep trying/practicing.

> I like the way you persevered through that task,
> If you are not happy with your outcome, try again and
think about doing it a different way next time.
> I am proud of the way that you struggled through that
task.
> I can see:

O The effort you hove put into this.
O How determined you ore to do this well.

> Con you think of a way to moke this more challenging for
yourself?

> I am curious about your mistakes; let's work together to
see what happened.

> I noticed you used this strategy; tell me a little bit about
why you chose to do it this way.
> You must be proud of the way you embraced that chal
lenging task.
> I see you used a new strategy after the first one wasn't
working for you; that was a thoughtful decision.
> I am sorry, it looks like I wasted your time on that task; it
didn't require much effort.
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RESOURCE 57

My Grovf^h M'ndsei Goal
Name:

Date:

Growth Mindset Goal:

i hope to reach my goal by:
Strategies or things I might do to help reach my goal:

Check-In: How am I doing toward this Growth Mindset Goal? Dote:
□ I hove met this goal □ I hove partially met this goal □ I have not met this goal yet
An example of something I did that mode me realize that 1 hove met, hove partially met, or
hove not yet met this goal:

Some new strategies to try or my new growth mindset goal:

(If you hove a new goal, get a blank Growth Mindset Goal form.)
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RESOURCE 58

My Grovifth M'ndsoi Goal
Name: Joeepfn

Date: Septembep. 7

Growth Mindset Goal:' wokK. l/onaePs when I ^Aim tp.yinei to

m

fiaup.e something out. I witL not aive up auicKly.

i hope to reach my goal by: September 18
Strategies or things I might do to help reach my goal:
Evep.y time I aet etucIC on cl/^\sswop.lC op. homewoMC I wilL not (Autom^Atic^JvLLy
auit. I wiLl/ tKy to fiaup.e it out in <A different w<Ay op^ I wiLL use p.esoup.ces l\Ke my
booK. to tp^y to fiaup.e it out. 1 wiLL wop>< <a Lonaep. time until I fiaup^e it out but if 1
CAn't find the help I need, then I will (AeK the te^A^^hep. oP. my mom fop^ help.

Check-In: How am I doing toward this Growth Mindset Goal? Date: Septembep. li^
la I hove met this goal □ I have partially met this goal □ I have not met this goal yet

An example of something I did that made me realize that I have met, have partially met, or
hove not yet met this goal:
When I w<As woplCina on my mMh <A6&ianment in s^^hool, I aot stuclC. tv\p.s. P^Avis
WAS woMCina with Another ap.oup. So I decided to looK. At the notes on the boAFCd
AaAin And looK. At the exAmple on my pApep.. I tKied AaAin And AaAin until I
finAlly fiauKed it out.

Some new strategies to try or my new growth mindset goal:
My new aoAl: I will p.eview aU of my wop.< And Add thinas op. pedo it to impp.ove
it.

(If you have a new goal, get a blank Growth Mindset Goal form.)
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RESOURCE 59

A/ly Grovrih ^indSQt Goal
Name: Cathe^Uihe Dote: Septemuet^ 1
Growth Mindset Goal: \ ia/iU loot ihiw^ "\ caY\>i do
this."

i hope to reach my goal by: Septemueft- \S
Strategies or things I might do to help reach my goal:

lAlhen IS hat^ -fop- me \ vy/ill viSMalize to in mv)
toft.Qln. When \ sta(U to thlnK- that \ CQif>'t do it, \ v\/lll tt^>) to pei^sevei^ until it
staMs mahiir>ci sense. \ v\/ill qsk- -foft. help i-f these dor^'t v^o^.

Check-In: How am 1 doing toward this Growth Mindset Goal? Date: Septemtoe(^ \*\
□ I have met this goal □ i have partially met this goal I have not met this goal yet
An example of something I did that made me realize that I have met, have partially met, or
have not yet met this goal:

mind QutomaUcQllj ^oes to "\ do this" vy/heneve(t. \ -feel challeif^^ed. >
don't f:o make mistakes so \ <^lve up.

Some new strategies to try or my new growth mindset goal:
Evet^>j lime that happens \ nilll IqIk m>|sel-f out of a -fiyed mmdsel and lalK- mv| n)Q>) a

g(Lov\llh mindset. I (^mlmd m>jself that is paM o"^ ieapnlir>^ somethir>^ nen).
\ Will put a small pUtMrt.e of a op the o-f desK- to m>|sel-f lhai
I? When > Ihlni^ hap-d- i mill adjust lappet, dale to Seplemtoep- 3>o.
(if you have o new goal, get a blank Growth Mindset Goal form.)
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On a visit to a middle school, I noticed that every student had a paw print paper

cutout on his or her locker with an individual goal written on it. (The paw print was
connected to the school s mascot.) The locker placement was to remind the students
of their goals every time they went to their lockers. Some of the goals that I noted
included:

® I will practice reading every night in order to improve my independent read
ing the second quarter.
@ I will work to become more organized this quarter.
@ I will ask for extra help when I don't understand something in math.

I also noticed that many of the goals were grade oriented, such as, "I will get
good grades this quarter." The idea of placing a student's personal goal on a locker
is terrific, however, students must be guided to develop a process goal rather than a
grade goal. They should think about things they might do: persevere, practice, work
longer, seek help, be more optimistic, demonstrate growth, and so forth, rather then

focusing on grades, scores, or making the honor roll. The process goals will naturally
lead to more success.

Another option is to encourage students to reflect on many growth mindset
goals over time. The students can establish the goals themselves or you can provide
the goals and they can reflect on them each week, month, or quarter. Resource 60:
Student Growth Mindset Self-Reflection (p. 142) provides an example of a tool
where students can work specifically toward each goal and determine if they always,
sometimes, or have not yet met the goal.
Ideally, monitoring and evaluating a growth mindset environment should be
written into your school improvement plans. Year one goals might focus solely on:
© Growth mindset feedback and language
© Teaching students about growth mindset
© Building a conceptual understanding of the brain with students

© Deliberate cultivation of noncognitive skills—perseverance, resiliency, and
grit

Year two goals might be:
© Parent education

© Responsive instruction and equitable access to advanced learning opportu
nities

Using some of the data tool samples in this chapter can provide ways for mea

suring your school growth mindset goals and contribute to maintaining a growth
mindset environment.

i reflect on my learning.
1 help set my own learning
goals and I monitor my progress.

I try different strategies If I am
not having success.
1 am Improving my perseverance.
I visualize my neurons
connecting.

I reflect on and learn from my
mistakes.

I do not avoid challenging
tasks-l welcome them.

I am becoming more resilient.
I ask an adult when I need help.
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